AI APP: TAMMY AI

Why Use it?

AI-powered video summaries and Q&As.

Don’t have time to watch long-form videos? This tool summarises points in long-form videos and saves hours of time. Especially useful for documentaries and educational videos. This a valuable tool every faculty should have in their toolbox.

Features of the Free Subscription

- Available for 23 languages
- 3 daily credits for Pro Summary or Load More Questions in Chat QnA
- 30 Basic Summary credits per day
- 3 Folders to organize summaries

AI Summary Example

There is evidence of a man-made pyramid beneath the Antarctic ice, suggesting ancient humans may have settled there.

- Satellite images in 2019 revealed a possible man-made pyramid emerging from the ice in Antarctica.
- Pyramids overlook stones describe a strange land with white rocks and creatures that match the description of Antarctica.
- German geologists discovered evidence of a warmer climate in Antarctica thousands of years ago through core samples collected in 2012.

The Sphinx’s true age and origin theory debated due to erosion patterns and inscriptions.

- Some researchers argue that the Sphinx predates any known records in human history. 
- The body of the Sphinx and the walls of its enclosure show washing from rainfall, suggesting a much older origin.
- The Sphinx’s age is believed to date back to the end of the last ice age, around 10,000 BC.

A group performs a ritual to remove a curse from an object, resulting in a block of wood and stamps occurrences.
Three Steps to Create Your AI Profile Photos

Step 1: Go to https://tammy.ai/ and create an account.

Step 2: Find the YouTube video you would like to summarize and copy the URL (Share button under the video).

Step 3: Paste into the box asking for the YouTube URL and select Basic Summary, Pro Summary, or Chat QnA.

Is there any value for students to summarize a video?

How could this AI app benefit your students when using YouTube videos to enhance their learning? How might you use the QnA feature to engage students in conversation about a documentary?

September 5: Tech Tuesday In-Person Session for this App
- In-Person 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm - in the CTL, Library - Room L207

Thursday, September 7: VR Beat Saber Competition Continues
- In-Person 11:30 am - 3:00 pm - Library - Rm L207

Current Leaderboard

Students: 167,999
Staff: 119,189
Faculty: 83,255

Please take 3-4 minutes to complete the feedback survey if you took advantage of resources for this Tech Tuesday. Thank you! https://forms.gle/RVAvg8kKBsUdZKc98